1W hatever mitigates th e woes
or increases the happiness o f
others, this is-m y criterion o f
goodness; and whatever injures
society at large, or any in 
d iv id u al in it, thrs is m y
measure of iniquity
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SECURITY SCREEN FOR SEAMEN
ANOTHER step towards Western
totalitarian control of the workers
has been taken with the introduction of
the McCarran Act, which operates as
from Christmas Eve.
Among other things, this Act lays
: down that all seamen must get a security
[clearance before being allowed to land
iin the United States. And what the
Insecurity really means is that the sea
ts has to swear that be is not or never
i t been, a member of the Communist

IpJf course, the shipping companies are
je ttin g with the U.S. authorities.
» s on the Queen Mary and the
■h finer Liberte. have been handed
Ip The quiz-masters who grill each
of the crew individually.
Liberte is due in New York on
§mas Eve, so to make sure all the
were “safe”, U.S. immigration
If Leonard Martin was fixed up in
Jclass cabin No. 51, on the main
where be started his crossJinaiion on the east-bound crossing,
through about half the crew of
[before the liner reached Le Harve.
is of them—mainly among the
[room and deck crew—were hos[before the liner reached Le Havre,
action was threatened.
| crew say they were interviewed
ly for about seven minutes. For
[wbb cannot speak English an interj-was present.
1st they were asked: Have you ever
in ial? Have you ever had a
tts disease? Have you ever been
red in smuggling ?
Howards the end came: Are y o u a

Bankrupt
Liberalism
J 1BERALS refused to carry a resolu—Ition critical of collective punishments
Atalbys when they met in London
feceolly for the quarterly council of the
__}y and heard Sir Andrew McFadyean
xpress his ‘ contempt*’ for the suggestion
that the tactics were similar to those
employed by the Germans during the
pr*r.
[' After giving details o f three cases in
which collective punishments were im
posed, Sir Andrew said it was ail very
well to talk about pacification, but
bandits could not be pacified. They were
either out to take money like gangsters
in. this country, or they were working for
an enemy Rower to set up a hostile
Government.
The inhabitant* of Malaya did not
require pacification and they had shown
no resentment at this retributive or pro
tective action. T hey knew perfectly well
that the British Government and every
British mao working 10 their country
was only too anxious to get on with
progressive development of social and
political instil iitiaac.
Sir Andrew added that the use of
force in this way was repugnant and
they would all like to avoid it. But every
moral dilemma was a conflict of d o n a /
It might be necessary on occasion (figr
our efforts involved some little sufieriag
to the innocent, but they were a form
of protection of the victims of blackmail.
Insofar as they were penalties ihgy were
falling on the kind of people who,
through terror, had made themselves
accessories after the fact and accom
plices in deed* of murder.
Referring to a part of the resolution
which compared the policy in Malaya
with that of the Germans in France
during the war. Sir Andrew said; “1 say
that analogy it contemptible. Even in
France the German troops could not be
relied upon to carry out that policy.
They had to have specialty recruited
troops.**
Eveo after the rexnusnd of the offend*
sentence and tufiher duousemp the
Inm was devented.

Guardian.

Communist? Have you ever been a
member of an organisation with Communist leanings*?
■ One seaman said: “So far as I know,
only one member of the crew has said
he is a Communist.**

to work the winding gear. The enginemen might have known, then, that a
strike at such an unpopular time would
be doomed to failure.

This man, a tourist-class waiter, is still
in the crew. According to the act. he
will spend Christmas on board.
Mr. Martin said: “The French Line
will be asked to arrange for his transfer
to another ship not calling at an
American port.”
Every man who passes the test will be
handed a certificate, which will cut
screening on future trips.

Nevertheless, the winders certainly
have legitimate cause for grievance.
They were striking in the first place for
an increase of 3s. a shift—which has
already been granted to winders in
Derbyshire, but withheld from the Yorkshiremen. This at a. time when the
National Coal Board is refusing general
demands from mineworkers on the plea
that a reorganisation of the wages
structure of the entire industry must
precede any wage increases.

Add to that the fact that the winding
men have been refused separate recogni
It should be noted that this security tion—they are negotiated for through
screening by American officials is being #the N.U.M., and this for an oldcarried out on nationals of other coun established craft organisation means a
tries over whom the U.S. Government diminution of their responsibility and
has no control (one would think) and their function and one can begin to see
that the U.S. is now claiming the right that bitterness already exists between the
to dictate to shipping lines of other N.U.M. and the winding men’s associa
countries what men they shall use as tion. The latter clearly ask themselves
crew on certain runs.
why they should pay’ any allegiance to
The companies obviously will not the large organisation, which has
mind having the Commies weeded out swallowed them up against their will
for them—but what about the workers’ reducing them to the impotent level of
attitude? You don’t have to be a all the affiliated sections under the large
Communist to object to this sort of general unions.
thought control—in fact the Stalinists
The N.U.M. on the other hand clearly
ought to be pleased to see other govern sees the winding men’s association as a
ments copying their own so faithfully— bothersome little relic of th e. old days
but nevertheless the seamen should see when the mining industry was split into
that this scheme is stopped right away.
a miriad craft organisations, and is
This they could do by deciding that no refusing to put itself out on their behalf
ship will call at any American port until until all winding men join the N.U.M.—
even going so far as to blackleg on them
the thought-police are called off, .
to force them to give in.

, P I J WINDERS’ STRIKE
COLLAPSES
A S was to be expected, the strike of
Yorkshire pit winders collapsed with
nothing gained for the men.
The
support, even from their own members,
was not 100 per cent., and the fact that
other mineworkers were prepared to
blackleg on the strikers ensured that it
would fail.
Looking at it from the’ outside, it is
a bit difficult to see just why the enginemen chose this particular time, when all
mineworkers are anxious to earn extra
money for the holiday, to try their
strength. During a previous winders’
strike, when there was no “ bull week”
involved, the National Union of Mineworkers was able to find miners willing

W aste

W E , are reminded often enough
that in August 1933 one and
a half million oranges were thrown
into the sea between Britain and
Spain; and that in 1934 thousands
of gallons of full-cream Irish milk
were poured into the Clyde by
order of the Ministry of Agriculture
to keep up the price; and that in
1936 forty million bags of coffee
beans were thrown on to huge bon
fires in Brazil; and that at the same
time five thousand head of cattle
were being destroyed, and their
carcases burned every week in the
public abattoirs of Denmark, while
the government of Chile was burn
ing the carcases of half a million
sheep.

This struggle may be regarded as an
argument against the likelihood of an
industrial syndicate being formed among
the miners. The difference would be,
however, that a syndicate would be a
decentralised organisation, with all its
local constituent parts autonomous and
responsible—and aiming at responsibility
of function in the work as well as in
representation. Anarcho-syndicalism in
the mines would bring a federated
union of freely acting parts, it would
not create
monolithic and centralised
officialdom, jealously taking all power
away from the men on the job—which
is what the N.U.M. is doing.

lo pursuit of this, the Japanese
Government invited Mrs. Margaret
Sanger, Dr. Abraham Stone and
Dorothy Brush of the International
Planned Parenthood Committee to
help in planning the official birth
oontrol campaign.
Mr. Sanger has for many years
been a militant campaigner for
birth control in the United States,
where she suffered imprisonment for
her advocacy* She was supported
►at Emma Goldman* v&o also went
to prkot* for the lam e cause. Mrs
Sanger $f£| also made many success

had to dump more than 6,000,000
bushels but on the ground.
■ “They have had to dump wheat
before but never in piles like the
ones that dot the inland empire of
Eastern Washington, Eastern Ore
gon and Northern Idaho to-day.
The biggest before was 5,000,000
bushels in 1946.
“It sits out in the wind, the sun ^
and the rain. It might even be there I
when it snows. It sits alongside
warehouses already bulging with
wheat.”
d

Another American trade assocla9
tion, the Michigan Retail Food*
Dealers’ Association, announces thatT
in the current year, “The baking
We are *reminded often of the industry wasted 68 million dollars in
implications of these things, and unsold bread. Altogether, there were
we are reminded, too, of the fact 474,240,000 loaves of bread wasted
that now, as then, most of the people —enough to feed two million people
of the world haven’t enough to eat. (a city the size of Philadelphia, or
But now, as then, nothing is done to the entire population of the States
relate over-production to under of Kansas and Iowa) for a whole
year.”
consumption.
An Associated Press dispatch
from Spokane, Washington, *on
Sept. 24th, summarised the report of
the Pacific Northwest Grain Dealers’
Association, in these words;
“There is no place to store it and
no place to ship it, so farmers in
this rich wheat-producing area have

D. C. THOMSON WORKERS
STILL NOT REINSTATED
' J ’HE supposed victory by NATSOPA
in getting unionism recognised (for
the first time since 1926) at the printing
works of D. C. Thomson, Dundee, Glas
gow and Manchester, must have a pretty
hollow ring for the 77 men who, for
leading the strike last April, have not yet
been reinstated.

ONLY RELIGIOUS
OBJECTIONS ACCEPTED
BY C.O. TRIBUNALS ?
-J^OBERT SADLER, jnr. (21), apprenv tice joiner, of Brunton Bridge,
Newcastle, was fined £50, with the
alternative of 81 days in prison, by the
Newcastle-on-Tyne magistrates on Dec.
10th, after he had refused to undergo
a medical examination for military
service.

Since direct action did the trick before,
why do not NATSOPA try it again?

Sadler first appeared before the bench
on the previous morning when he
pleaded guilty to failing to submit him
self for medical examination. The
magistrates ordered him to undergo the
examination in the afternoon. He did
not do so. When brought before the
Court again, he was charged with failing
to obey the order of the Court. Again-,
he pleaded guilty.

Are they perhaps afraid that the
workers who are in Thomson's now will
not respond, even to the half-hearted
extent that they did seven months ago?
Or are they merely afraid of a. new set
of court injunctions?
P.S.

Mr. K. H. Bolam, for Sadler, said
Sadler came from a pacifist farftily. His
grandfather’s brothers went to prison in
the First World War. and his father and
his brother had been to prison in the
last war.

And, above all, anarcho-syndicalism
would seek to foster solidarity, not
destroy it by dividing the workers against
each other.

Japan W elcomes M argaret Sanger
in the world and before the war,
like other Fascist states, sought to
increase population by making birth
control illegal. Since 1945, however,
military considerations have occu
pied less prominence in Japanese
affairs and the full social disadvan
tages of high population pressure
have no longer been concealed. The
Japanese government (like that of
India) has even sought to give
official encouragement to birth
control.

W ant

THE USUAL STORY

CAPITALIST

has for long been one of
JAPAN
the most densely poulated states

and

ful visits to Europe to further the
birth control movement.
Dr. Abraham Stone was the ex
pert chosen by the World Health
Organisation in response to the
Indian Government’s request for
an adviser in tackling their con
ception control problem. Dorothy
Brush is editor of the International
Planned Parenthood Committee’s
news bulletin.
The latter reports that Margaret
Sanger and her companions have
been received by civic and govern
ment leaders in Japan with un
restrained enthusiasm according to
the New York newspapers. “The
Vice-Minister of Welfare, Talichi
Miyazaki, called Mrs. Sanger’s
teachings ’an encouragement to the
Japanese Government’s campaign to
control conception by legal mcansV*
Mrs. Sanger visited a village in
Japan where women had decorate
tbeir largest building with flags t<
receive her. “Clad in kimonos,
many with babies at their backs,
they added their personal and uffpc*
tionule welcome to all th o offiohj
rgoofcHfion showere-i on ttj Uuuc
tlrtle * travellers w
c ^ m lS fr

INTEREST

Britain is importing marbles from
America—and “it is very much in the
interest of this country to maintain the
import,” Mr. Harry Mackeson, Secretary
for Overseas Trade, told M.P.s yesterday.
Under the token imports scheme to
keep trade channels open, £44,000 worth
of toys, including marbles, are allowed
in from America. Britain sold America
last year £500,000 worth of toys—
including marbles.
— News Chronicle. 17/12/52.

Mr. W. E. Robinson, for the Ministry
of Labour and National Service, had
said Sadler failed to register for service
in 1949, was provisionally registered as
a conscientious objector in January, 1950,
and was struck off the register by the
local tribunal in July this year. This
decision was upheld on appeal. He was
ordered to report for medical examina
tion in October but did not do so.
Mr. Bolam told the Court that ap
parently tribunals took cognisance only
of religious objections. Sadler’s ob
jections were based on humanitarian
grounds. He was not a member of any
political party.
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NEITHER EAST NOR WEST
M ANKIND IS ONE
YOUTH FOR FREEDOM
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II worth oi Books for 10/- post free
(U.S. 2.00 dots.)
These books will be a valuable addition to your bookshelves or
suitable gifts for your friends.
This special offer is limited to 200 sets, and will in any case not
be available after the end of this year.

All orders must be setit direct ta : —
27 RED I ION STREET
LONDON
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T h e In te rro g a tio n
■pACH one of us was expecting his
^ turn, and not one of us could guess
what it was that the representatives of
the authorities wanted us to answer.
Our chief worry, of course, was whether
there would be anything" to pay if we
gave the wrong answer. Nobody knew
what “refractory” meant, but we knew
quite well what “pay up” meant.
When the little fat man asked him,
“Long live who?” the old cobbler took
his hat off and shouted: “Long live
Queen Margaret!”
The effect was other than what
Baldissera expected. All the armed men
roared with laughter, and the little fat
man said:
“She's dead. Queen Margaret is dead.”
“She's dead?” the old cobbler ex
claimed, horrified. “Impossible!”
“Write down ‘constitutionalist’,” the
little fat man said.
Baldissera went away, shaking his head
sadly after this sequence of inexplicable
happenings. On Berardo’s instructions,
Antonio Zappa, whose turn came next,
shouted: “Down with the robbers! ”
This called forth a murmur of protest
from the men in black shirts.
The little fat man ordered Filippo II
Bello to write down “anarchist”.
Zappa went away, and it was Antonio
Spaventa’s turn.
“Down with the vagabonds!” he
-shouted. This caused a fresh outburst
from the ranks of the blackshirts.
Spaventa was put down as an anarchist
as well.
“Long live who?” the little fat man
asked Luigi Della Croce. But he was
a pupil of Berardo's. too, and wouldn't
shout “long live” anything, but only the
reverse.
“Down with the taxes!” was his reply.
This time the Fascists made no protest,
but Della Croce was put down as an
anarchist, too.
Raffaele Scarpone, who shouted,
“Down with the people who pay the
wages!” right in the face of the repre
sentative of the law, caused a much
greater sensation.

W e W eren’t Stalin’s
Booksellers
W e have not teken to our bosoms
the present turgid torrent, or should we
seys, plumbers’ flush of anti-communist
books. W e do not enjoy tho breastbeating or scandalous revelations of
‘Tan Weeks in King Street" (or "I W as
I Stalin's G asm an ").
But we did enjoyi
P extracts from tha latest, which informed}
us that :—
" A t Xmas every Communist is told tol
buy his children books from Communisfl
bookshops or at the annual Daily W o rkel
Fair. Evory year I spent ten or fifteen!
shillings this way on books . . . but only
rarely did 1 give them to my daughtersr
end they were not much of a success!
when I did. . . .
“ If a Party leader such as Pollittl
Galfecher, Jackson, or Palme Dutt writes
a book, borough secretaries are under]
obligation to order large numbers ofj
them for distribution among Party mem
bers for purchase and for sale. I once
bought ten copies of W illie G a lie cher's
book. I was able to sail two of them,
but I turned in the purchese price of
ten. O f course, if any Party member is
fool enough to voice a mild protest et
this forcible sale of literature, books,
etc., there is e ready answer for him.
W h a t are you complaining about? You
know what Lenin said?
Propaganda is
the greatest weapon . .
"O ne day the Literature Secretary of
the Hackney -Branch called on business.
W a talked for a while about this, and
than suddenly ha said, ‘Com rade, have
you bought a copy of Harry Pollitt'f
book, "Serving My Tima1’?' ‘Yes, it's in
tha flat somewhere.’ ’Where is it than? j
Why can t it be seen? A ia you eshamod I
to show it?' H a stood up and pterod |
suspiciously at the books. 'Show H to
me | B I j

Or

W a may point out with all modesty
that wa, too, have a bookshop. But we
have no 900a squad of high-pressure
salesmen to see that your bookshelves
are on the party line, end we don’t
care where you put our books.
W a would point out that Freedom
Ffass benefits from all sales at Freedom
Bookshop, whatever the book. W a have
a highly-trained pack of bloodhounds
who can sniff out scarce books as quickly
as a Stalinist can traca a devietionist.
O u r own goon squad limits H» terrorist
activities to cowing antiquarian book
sellers, libraries and remainder merchants
into supplying books of anarchist and
libertarian interest at laughably lew
prices.
And we always welcome gifts of
books, especially priceless first editions,
which wa can sell to the general public
to help F R E ED O M ’S funds.
You are always walcome to coma in
and browse around et 27 Red Lion St. :
we issue a book list for those who cen
only buy by pest.

LW. and J.R.
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FREEDOM

The little fat man wanted to have him
arrested, but Raffaele took the pre
caution of being well outside the square
before he said the words. In two
bounds he was behind the church, and
that was the last we saw of him".
The next few were more prudent. The
first of them was Giacobbe Losurdo.
“Long live everybody!” was his reply,
and it was hard to think of anything
safer than that. But it wasn’t appre
ciated.
“ Put down ‘Liberal',” said the little
fat man to Filippo 11 Bello.
“Long live the Government!” shouted
Giovanni Uliva, with the best of in
tentions.
“Which Government?” asked Filippo
II Bello. Uliva had never heard that
there was more than one Government,
but out of politeness said: “The lawful
Government!”
“Put down ‘traitor’,” the little fat man
said to Filippo II Bello.
Ponzio Pilato tried to go one better,
and when it was his turn shouted:
“Long live the Government!” too.
“Which Government?” Filippo II Bello
asked.
“The unlawful Government!”
“Put down ‘criminal’,” the little fat
man said.
— Ignazio S ilone : Fontamara.

Expanding Freedom
Y OU can never get me to regard freedom
as synonymous with political liberty.
What you call freedom, / call freedoms;
and what / call the struggle for freedom
is nothing but the constant, living assimi
lation of the idea of freedom. Who
possesses freedom otherwise than as
something to be striven for, possesses it
only as a thing without life or spirit,
for the idea of freedom has always this
quality, that it constantly expands as one
assimilates it, so that if during the
struggle one pauses to spy: Now l have
| | | he merely shows that he has lost it.
But to have just this dead kind—a
certain static view of freedom—is charac
teristic of state organisations; and it is
just this that / have called worthless.
— H enryk I b s e n : Letters.

On the Island
AMES MacLEOD and Donald Fraser
came in that first week of October,

J

ANTHOLOGY

but not alone. There must have been
eight or ten of the lads and lasses from
Coigeach, all ready to help and all
primed for a good day’s fun. The hut
shot up into position, the lining was
fitted and wires slung over the top and
suspended with boulders. We put what
we could inside, and the rest was carried
to the landing by the willing hands.
We have come to the conclusion that
the cure for the chronic stale of mone
tary poverty in which we find ourselves
while we insist on doing what it pleases
us to do is to simplify needs. Face up
to the fact that much of the furniture
and fittings and therefore of indoor
space, is quite unnecessary for comfort.
Pare down continuously and avoid junk
like the plague, be careful to see that
such labour-saving devices as you instal
are not in fact labour-makers. We have
never been more happy than in those
wooden-hut days; if there is one fruitless
consumer of good energy above another
it is the eternal scramble to maintain or
reach some false standard of comfort,
social position or respectability. If you
become suddenly poor, cut your losses
and climb down, and if you are chroni
cally poor but doing what you most
wish to do, then I repeat, simplify your
needs with a bold, clear mind. The extra
time given you by this means to con
tinue doing the things you wish, makes
the effort well worth while.
“It seems to me,” said Dougal,
“though it is one of those things you
hesitate to say in a sophisticated society,
that it is doubtful whether all that is
meant by art and culture is the right
thing by which to judge a civilisation,
nor should it be considered one of the
major ends to which a civilisation moves.
Surely the true criterion of a civilisation
should be the right behaviour of its
people to one another. If a society exists
in which behaviour has reached a state
of justice, mercy and rightness, and the
pitch of individual sensitiveness is high,
can it achieve a much higher state of
civilisation by technics? I doubt it. The
art and culture part of it is a symptom
of civilisation, a kind of creative froth
coming out of the beer. If the beer is
inert, you get no froth, in which case
the people will lack the social and civic
sense I am talking about.
— F razer D arling : Island Years.

Here or Nowhere
"V\/RECTLY we're certain that death Is
near, then the beauty of the world—
all the marvellous, great, neglected, for
gotten beauty of the world—rises before
us, overwhelms us, claims us. We turn
to look our last on purgatory—and find
we are gazing on paradise.
— C laude H oughton :

Chaos is Come Again.
★

Intim ations of Rebellion
/T*HE weakness of the child is that it
starts with a blank sheet. It neither
understands nor questions the society in
which it lives, and ^because of its
credulity other people work on it, in
fecting it with the sense of inferiority
and the dread of offending against
mysterious, terrible laws . . .
Sin was not necessarily something that
you did: it might be something that
happened to you . . . this was the great,
abiding lesson of my boyhood: that I
was in a world where it was not possible
for me to be good . . .
Virtue consisted in winning: it con
sisted in being bigger, stronger, hand
somer, richer, more popular, more
elegant, more unscrupulous than other
people—in dominating them, bullying
them, making them suffer pain, making
them look foolish, getting the better of
them in every way. Life was hierarchical
and whatever happened was right. There
were the strong, who deserved to win,
and there were the weak, who deserved
to lose and always did lose, everlastingly.
I did not question the prevailing stan
dards, because so far as I could see there
were no others. How could the rich,
the strong, the elegant, the fashionable,
the powerful, be in the wrong? It was
their world, and the rules they made for
it must be the right ones. And yet from
a very early age I was aware of the im
possibility of any subjective conformity.
Always at the centre of my heart the
inner self seemed to be awake, pointing
out the difference between the moral
obligation and the psychological fact. It
was the same in all matters, worldly or
other-worldly. Take religion, for in
stance. You were supposed to love God,
and I did not question this. Till the
age of about fourteen I believed in God,
and believed that the accounts given of
him were true. But I was well aware
that I did not love him. On the con-

trary, 1 hated him. The Prayer Book
told you, lor example, to love God and
fear him: but how could you love
someone whom you feared? With your
private affections it was the same. What
you ought to feel was usually clear
enough, but the appropriate emotion
could not be commanded.
—G eorge O r w e ll :

Such, such were the joys.

History’s H ard . • •
X J/ST O R Y 'S hard for heart to hold.
Children creep with cindered eyes
To die for shelter in the cold,
But the great lucid statesman lies
Sealed into stone and story told
To children true o f heart and eyes,
And soon warm eyes grow cold.
—Louis Adeane

Thc Old Lady of Bow
™ /lT H IN a few yards of thc Roman
W
Mii<(iuinii ia n
_____
causcway is a small, strong and
irregular-looking house, inhabited by a
lady of seventy. She is rightly proud of
the fact that she has built her house,
unaided, during five laborious but happy v
years. Photographs of the site taken fivej
years ago show her former home, inj
which she had lived for thirty yeajjP
shattered by a bomb; literally not oqj
wall remained whole. She has spent 19
closing years of her seventh d cq |
building concrete foundations, lay!
brick walls, making roof and ceilini
laying flooring, and extending
plumbing as she added room by rbl
to her stout thick, concrete-bedded hoi
—the kind of house with its gay wZ
fire and big black tea-kettle, in wbjj
my childish vision used to see A lffl
burning the cakes. 1 have found heiT
engaging hostess. Here is a dogj
native vitality worthy of the old L eaf
of its long story of Roman elephants]
Viking longships . . . The old ladyl
Bow is as enduring as the river. Clau^
would have been proud of her, and
elephants that pursued the British wj
have broken their knees on the c o n f |
Gibraltar that she calls her home.
— R obert S inclair : East Londl
IV

The Colonists
ROPOTKIN was very pleasant M
Wednesday, though he was far fni
well . . . Also-he told us an anecM
which / will tell you, my dear.
W " Continued on p.

BOOK REVIEW------

IN

THE

RAVENS AND PROPHETS by George
Woodcock. (Allan Wingate, 15/-)
W 7 H A T one should expect of a book
™ of travel I do not know. It is per
sonality expanded into geography, a man
mapped large; or sometimes it is the
world reduced to the size of an eye.
Some take possession, others are possessed,
as Lawrence was. Some travel in fable
and history, others in mirrors and beads
—(these, embittered in pith helmets,
armed with great buffalo guns, silence
egotism with laconic reports of hide,
seek and slaughter). There are those
who do not chase themselves, and they
often net us smaller game of greater
value. In time the hunter yields to the
ploughman and we get place rather than
pride; empire becomes commonwealth;
Gorer reaps the furrow. Perhaps George
Woodcock should be numbered among
these seekers and scythcrs, for though
his book has character, he does not
dominate and devalue the wealth he
finds and binds for us. His approach
to Western Canada is modest, fairminded, factual; his writing is every
where easy, vivid and firm; responsively
the other side of the globe comes round
close and clear, coloured by nature not
by his political or personal shade.
He gives us Bn account of four jour
neys, taken by train, car, boat, boot,
across seven thousand miles of British
Columbia—up the jagged coast into
Alaska, eastward over the Rockies into
thc snowy plains of Alberta. 1 he change
of place is preceded by a journey in
lime, as the history of the region is
briefly summarised, solid research into
the past always underlies the (sometimes
cursory) examination of the present.
Thc story hat a wide interest j urban and
country life, the residual Indian cultures
(the Indians now comprise a rising three
per cent, of the population!, ghost towns
and gold mines, hotels, shop* and prices
all receive attention. Anyone Intending
to visit The country could hardly have
a more thorough introduction to it than
this one; casual readers would be enter
tained by the dips into thc local kgend
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the hurdy-gurdy girls of the great Gold
Rush, the hanging judge of the back*'
woods, and the story of Duncan the
Anglican missionary, who persuaded the
Indians to build and occupy the Holy
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City of Metlakatla: a model Victorian
village, complete with mock-Gothic
church, on the sea-frayed edge of the
wilderness. There were and are many
lesser individualists in a land which is
still in part a frontier; also those who
made Utopian settlements, and the more
business-like ones who have created
producers’ organisations such as the
Fisherman’s Co-operative of Prince
Rupert. By contrast the author des
cribes such “company towns” as Ocean
falls (paper-making), and the dark castle
of Trail, in the interior: the biggest of
Canadian metal and chemical combines
has set its smelting-works here, on a hill
above the people.

dramatic, artistic and musical aptitudes!
to take their part in and leaven the dryl
mass of contemporary Canadian culture.” ]
He visited the extensive Mennonitei
settlement centred on Yarrow, and found
it a rather ordinary farming com m unity
little but their pacifism now distinguishes!
these good people from their neighbours!
The Doukhobors, however, have sur-J
rendered neither their language, costume9)
nor customs to the hostile world. (Therei
are reported conversations with normal
Canadians, indicative of public opinion 1
concerning the “dirty Douks”). At the 1
Orthodox village of Thrums the Wood
cocks were taken hospitably by the
hand; they learned that the members of
the sect maintain their distrust of
authority, their pacifism, their mystical
beliefs and religious rites; it appears that
their hymns, which are magnificently
sung and fortunately recorded, compose a
kind of saga of their glories and suffer
ings; the saga is kept up to date, so that
now the Doukhobors psalm the anti-war
war meetings and arrests of 1940. Cross
ing a ravine by aerial ferry, the travellers
came to Gilpin, the home of the Sons of
Freedom (the radical wing of the Douk
hobors). Here they attended a simple
religious service and questioned the con
gregation upon the notorious nude pro
cessions and burnings of schools; they
found the Sons of Freedom shrewdly
practical but apocalyptically mystical, and
the conversation was somewhat uneven.
These radicals have recently received a
new inspired teacher or guide, who has
persuaded them to renounce violent
methods of propaganda; so there will be
no more parades.

The book contains much information
about the remaining tribes of Pacifiic
Coast Indians, who are treated politically
as second-class citizens but are no longer
publicly despised, and whose numbers
are now increasing. Some of these
peoples, such as the Gitksans and
Babines, stubbornly continue to resist the
advance of white civilisation; living in
decaying villages of wood, erecting stalky
“totem” poles (of inferior craftsmanship),
supporting themselves by hunting, fish
ing and casual logging labour, they hold
potlaches illegally and are hostile or
reticent in the face of white interference,,
or interest. On the other hand, the
Tsimshians (something like two hundred
live in what is left of Metlakatla) have
attained security by adopting modern
fishing methods, and are adjusting them
selves to the life around them. They too
hold potlatchcs (the ceremony at which
the wealthy give away or destroy their
riches—in expectation of gifts in return)
It will be seen that the book is various,
and dance-festivals, but their clan system
Occasionally the
is dissolving before the educative in rich and strange.
fluences of cinema and school. The author seems to have been too thorough:
Indians of Duncan's village are soon to some Canadian town appear provincial
receive full political rights, and the and drab: he might be reproached for
governmental tutelage is to be removed. weakness in judging the intrinsic interest
George Woodcock believes that they of his material. Once or twice it looks
have taken the best road: “ If only a as if he might have taken too much in
similar opportunity were brought to the formation on trust. But I found most of
rest of the Indians, it might yet be pos his narrative wholly absorbing, and I
L.A.
sible for their cultural heritage, their hope there is more to come.

j
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REVOLUTIONARY
HISTORY
X> EVOLUTIONARY ideas are
AV conceptions of what could be
done to improve society and they
require the exercise of considerable
imaginative effort. In the social
field it is recognised that the motive
force of the great revolutions of the
past has been the revolutionary
action and initiative of the working
masses of the population. In many
revolutionary situations this stirring
of the people has done little more
than remove one set of rulers and
substitute another set. But in the
great revolutions much more than
this has been done, new conceptions
have been given concrete expression
|and new institutions set up to main
ta in them. The post-revolutionary
iety has been very different from
ancien regime. Kropotkin re] to these stirrings of a revolupeople, as the creative
d ty of the mass of workers and
fe of the spirit of revolt as a
ptically concrete conception.
evolutions have always been
\ed by periods of intense inSual activity, formerly estabbeliefs being questioned and
ideas arising. But it has been
^revolution itself which has prothe testing ground for these
ideas, the opportunity to try
out in practice. The history
volutions therefore offers many
ring examples of social ex
its of social experiments. Only
inority of these experiments
d in surviving the counterlurion which has in the past
|ys brought the revolutionary
sod to a close; the majority have
■n swept away in these counterlutionary back-slidings.
But it is in the historical analysis
these revolutionary periods that
Se testing out of revolutionary
pleas can be studied, and this lends
t o such history a tremendous im
portance to men who are concerned
pvith social progress. One can also
pfcudy the factors which tend to
^naintain the revolutionary spirit
d those which gradually suffocate
j, and this study is of profound
portance to future revolutionary
ftuations.

In this /espect, the series of
twenty-three articles on the lessons
| of the Spanish Revolution which
ended in last week’s F reedom are
of the first importance. Anarchist
ideas were more widely held and
known in Spain than in any other
country jind they received more
explicit expression in the Spanish
revolution than ever before. Hence
the detailed examination of the
history of this revolution holds
more value for anarchists and re
volutionists generally than any other
historical period.
Yet in England there are very
few available documents, let alone
theoretical studies of the revolu
tionary impulse itself in Spain.
This recent series supplies a most
serious deficiency.
It also posssesses another most
salutary aspect The achievements
of tl% anarchists and of anarchist
ideas in Spain have often received
recognition in F reedom and its pre
decessors. But the very importance
of the anarchist movement in Spain
gives them more responsibility for
the final outcome. Hence the critical
examination of the period must
search for errors and mistakes so
that the final defeat of the revolu
tion can at least provide lessons for
the future. The series of twentythree articles has provided a most
-searching criticism of anarchist
practice from which many principal
protagonists have hardly emerged

There was a little colony of Russians
in the Far West of America right among
the Redskins: one day the Redskins fell
on them and burnt their fields and lifted
their cattle. Now if they had been
Yankees they would have shouldered
their rifles and gone after the Indians
and shot as may of them as they could,
and so have established a regular deadly
feud between them. But the Russians
bided their time and watching an oppor
tunity, got hold of all the women of the
tribe and brought them home to their
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unscathed. But anarchist ideas have
received a triumphant vindication
in that the defeat can so often be
traced to their abandonment, suc
cesses to their forceful application.
Anarchists should study revolu
tionary history with care and loving
interest. There is no greater cor
rective to despair about social
progress than to learn what actually
has been achieved in the revolu
tions of the past. The analysis of
the causes of defeat makes for
greater strength and will to success
in the revolutions of the future.
To-day, there are still too many
people who think of the revolution
in terms of barricades and street
fighting. These arc merely the
superficial aspects: the true revolu
tionary acts are the social and
economic transformations made by
the workers and peasants acting on
their own initiative and it is these
transformations and their history
whose study is so rewarding.
Far Edom expects to begin pub
lishing a new series of articles on
revolutionary history in the near
future. These will be extracts from
Ida Mett's book on the Kronstadt
revolt in Russia in 1921, an uprising
which represented the last struggle
of the revolutionary impulse in
Russia. Its defeat and suppression
constituted the formal victory of the
Bolshevik counter-revolution, and
with the May Days in Spuin. it
merits the closest study if defeat in
the future is to be avoided.
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own block houses where they kept them
fast but treated them well. Then the
Indians came to them and said, “Have
you got our w omen!" "Yes.”
"How are theyV* "O pretty well,
thank you.” "Well, give them back to
u s\” "Wait a bit ”
“If you don't, we will fall on you and
kill y o u ” "No, you won't, because then
we will kill them first.” "Well, give them
back” "Presently, but you must do
something first ”
“W hat!” "Why, you must till our
land again that you burn t” "We don't
know how.” "Never mind, we will teach
you.”
So the Indians turned to, and as they
worked between the plough-stilts, the
Russians stood by and encouraged them,
crying o u t: "There! good fellow, how
well he works! How clever he 1st” and
so on. Then, the work done, they got their
women again and they had a feast to
gether, and were very good friends ever
after.
—W illiam M orris :

Letter to his Daughter.
★

It’s Different on this Job
npO W LAW was a grey stone foundry
village. The foundry had gone, but
had left an unsightly memorial, three
acres and more of broken land studded
with derelict but solid foundations,
stone and brick, heaps of refuse. Such
a waste place might be transformed into
a football field, children's playground
and open-air swimming bath, all needed
in the village but which would never be
created either by the paid labour of
private enterprise or the local authority.
Two hundred men volunteered to give
their labour and as there .was only room
for eighty at a time it was decided to
work in alternate weekly shifts, eighty
one week, eighty the next. A committee
was formed among the workers which
selected gangers or foremen to super
intend the work; authority was given
them to direct operations. Superficially,
there was no difference between the
organisation of this voluntary labour
scheme and any public work undertaken
by a statutory body. The spirit was
fundamentally different, the men were
working under their own elected leaders
at a task which they held to be of
value to themselves, the village and their
children. On one occasion I observed a
man accidentally let fall a quantity of
rubble on another’s foot. I expected a
loud rebuke, to say the least of it, but

ANTHOLOGY

the injured man took no notice and
when I expressed surprise at his modera
tion, said, “It’s different on this job, we
arc all working for each other here.”
—J ohn N ewsom : Out o f the Pit.
★

Nobody Mentioned Them
rl 'H E German poet, Brecht, asks one
o f the great questions o f history:
Wer haute das siebentorige Theben?
Who built Thebes with its seven gates!
In books you will read the names o f a
lot o f kings. Was it the kings who
hauled the great stones there! Where
did the plasterers go at evening when
work was over on the Chinese Wall!
Had Byzantium only palaces to live in!
Philip o f Spain wept when the Armada
was destroyed. Did no one except him
weep! Frederick the Great won -the
Seven Years W ar: he and who else!
—A. L. L loyd :
The Singing Englishman.
★

Below the Third Class

A popular essayist once remarked that
future archaeologists, when in some dis
tant epoch they excavate the ruins of
New York City, will exclaim upon find
ing the remains of Rockefeller Center,
“The Greeks were here!" But what of
other things (he archaejogists will find—
the enormous rubbish heaps, the great
rock pile known as (he Cathedral of
St. John the Divine, reputed to have
cost something like SI20,000.000, standing
a few blocks from nearby Harlem, where
whole families were often crowded into
a single room?
The great cities of the industrial West
proclaim the slavery of man to the
“economic*’ laws and ideology which
dominate nearly all other phases of
modern civilisation. They reveal the
almost immeasurable abyss which separ
ates the very rich from the very poor.
They expose the inordinate pride we
take in our possessions, and the zeal
with which we pursue acquisitive objects.
The stores, and not the churches, are the
real scene of our “religious festivals”.
Our tallest buildings, unlike the Tower of
Babel, which at least had the splendid

was retained by a seaside resort to rescue
bathers from drowning, and fo u n d him 
self hauling from the water a man whose
false arm came off in the rescuer's hand.
He then clutched his leg. "M y friends,
it was a wooden leg and came off in
his hands. He seized his other leg, but
that to, was wooden. In despair, m y
friends, he grasped the drowning man's
hair. It was a wig, and came off in his
hand. M y friends, how can we save the
people, if people don't hold together?”
—O. E lton : A m ong Others.

What I Want
T WANT a home where I can be
x myself. I want to hear my wife’s
voice and the children’s laughter upstairs
when I am working downstairs, and
downstairs when I am working upstairs.
I want children who are children, who
will go with me to play in the rain, and
who enjoy a shower bath as much as I
do. I want a patch of ground where my
children can build birch houses and feed
chickens, and water the flowers. I want
to hear a cock crying cock-a-doodle-do
in the morning. I want tall, old trees in
the neighbourhood.
I want some good friends who are as
familiar as life itself, friends to whom I
need not be polite, and who will tell
me all their troubles, matrimonial and
otherwise, who can quote Aristophanes
and crack some dirty jokes, friends who
are spiritually rich and who can talk
dirt and philosophy with the same
candour, friends who have definite
hobbies and opinions about persons and
things, who have their private beliefs and
respect mine.
I want some bamboos in front of my
study window, a rainy climate in sum
mer, a clear blue sky in winter, such as
we have in Peking. I want the freedom
to be myself.
— L in Y utang : With Love and Irony.

'"pH ER E, in the shadows, she saw the
A passengers gathered round an open
circle of lamplight where a small, un
gainly man played a guitar. Beside him
a slim -boy in shirtsleeves stood with
flushed cheeks and parted lips. He sang
song after song while the dark-skinned
Poles and Latvians and Lithuanians, who
slept in the hold beneath the third class
dining saloon which smelt of Condy’s
Fluid and looked like a public lavatory,
laughed, clapped and stamped. Two
black-haired youths stepped into the ring
of lamplight and danced, with arms
locked in clumsy, rhythmic abandon.
Two girls thrust their arms through
those of the men, and suddenly closed
the line in a magic circle. Wildly and
more wildly they danced, louder and
louder rose the Jewish chorus.
So
David might have danced before the
Ark of the Covenant; so the followers
of Moses might have danced their way
into the Promised Land.
Involved in Mankind
Poor, despised and fugitive, the exiles’
kinship of suffering, their exultation of
man is an Hand, intire o f it selfe;
defeat, their secret communion of race,
every man is a peece o f the Con
made the outer ring of Gentiles seem tinent, a part o f the maine; if a Clod
desultory, boastful, heterogeneous.
bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is
“By G od!” she breathed to herself, the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie
“Til tell the w orld!”
were, as well as if a Mannor o f thy
— V era B r it t a in :
friends or o f thine owne were; any man's
Testament o f Friendship. death diminishes me, because I am in
★
volved in Mankinde; A nd therefore never
Soap-Box Story
send to know for whom the bell tolls.
T T /5 repertoire was invariable. It be It tolls fo r thee.
— J ohn D onne, 1624.
gan with a story about a man who

The Measure of
M * ? . may be, as Protagoras long ago
declared, the measure of all things,
and learned debate as to what Protagoras
meant may continue long into the future,
but if we reverse and slightly change the
apothegm to read, “The things man
makes are the measure of man,” we have
a far less arguable proposition. There
is, for example, the Gargantuan growth
which spreads across the countryside by
budding and subdivision called a “city”.
No city, however rationalised by cityplanners or beautified by devoted park
commissioners, can hide the character of
its inhabitants. Its great monuments
may display more physchological ugli
ness, more frozen disregard of the
humanity of man, than the worst of its
slums. Its fine shops and boulevards
may reveal more poverty of soul than a
twisting, “unimproved” country lane
which gained accidental being from the
homesteads of a handful of early settlers.

I F Continued from P- 2

if foolish aim of reaching heaven, are
little more than monuments erected to
celebrate commercial success.

Man

inadequacies. How many socially rich
communities have been destroyed in the
course of urban development and slum
clearance, never to be replaced, we have
In a variety of ways, the character of
no way of knowing. We have no stan
the modern city also illustrates the im
dards by which we can distinguish areas
potence of money, however plentiful, to
of good and bad mental health, socialaccomplish the high aims of housing psychological superiority and inferiority.
reforms when undertaken on a mass Yet if we are not to wreck more than
scale. Practically the first thing a we build, if we are to make housing
housing project must do is blot out the better serve the public interest, whether
individuality of both the past and the we be health officers, planners, or
future. We have in mind a recent “slum housers, we can no longer neglect
clearance” project which involved the mental-health matters.” '
elimination of a number of dwellings
Why, it may be asked, must we build
on a California hillside. One of these
homes, perched upon a small ledge near housing projects in the form of barracks?
the top of the hill, was surrounded by One reason is this: In the laws providing
a garden which an old bachelor had federal funds for such purposes, the
developed through some twenty devoted number of dollars expended by the
years of grading and terracing. Money government agency for land must be
played practically no part in this extra matched in some proportion by a cor
ordinary achievement of adaptation. responding number of units or “homes”.
Little plateaus of rich soil bore heavy If the land is high in cost, the buildings
harvests of vegetables, and flowers and also must be “high”, to get the required
shrubs grew out of narrow shelves made number of units on the land. The
by criss-crossing retaining walls. On this housing authorities, manifestly, did not
spot, and on others similarly nurtured, ask for this provision; the tax-payers,
a public housing authority will erect neat through their elected representatives,
and clean apartment houses, row on asked for it.
row, but the “homes” will be all the
Actually, the middle-class tax-payers
sanie, or almost the same, and the aspect who find fault with costly housing pro
of the development will be that of a jects may be in greater need of help
barracks. These homes perhaps will be that “the poor” for whom public housing
more “sanitary” than the old, ramshackle is designed. As Prof. Demerath rem arks:
dwellings; perhaps, under the circum
“On the other hand, the physically
stances, they will be “ better” for the
superior dwelling area may be a socialpeople to live in. But this criticism is
psychological slum. 1 think all of us
directed, not at the housing project, but
could identify middle-class dwelling
at the “circumstances” which make this
areas, particularly in suburbia, that are
actual erasure and prohibition of indi not very happy places to live in. Such
vidual ingenuity a practical necessity.
areas need therapy or preventive medi
A modern sociologist, Prof. N. J. cine no less than those handled by the
Deinerath, recently culled attention to housing authority or the city health
this aspect of public housing in an office. We should also recognise that
article in Mental Hygiene:
housing standards pointed lo mental
'‘Physically substandard buildings may health are not frivolous luxuries, but just
well house sociully and psychologically as fundamental and respectably ‘mini
superior communities. And the emo mum* as the usual ‘safe, sanitary, decent’
tional rewards of close-knit, primary standards. Indeed, decency, it seems to
group life in the physical slum may more me, n largely social-psychological, and
than offset its structural and sanitary
i F C o n tin u e d op p« 4
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/^ N E of the first things that strikes one
about this work is its small size and
exorbitant price. After reading it, how
ever, one is forced to the conclusion that
it is perhaps as well that it has been
priced so highly, since while it may be
an excellent description of what the
author terms “communalistic-syndicalism". it has very little to do with “con
structive anarchism". It is saddening
to think that this work represents the
constructive ideas of the author of that
invaluable study of the Russian Revo
lution and the resulting persecution of
the Russian anarchists. The Guillotine at
Work.

“ C o n stru ctive”
vide children up to the age of eighteen
with a comprehensive integral educa
tion”). The organisation of schools “will
be the public function of the Union of
Educational Workers”, which will con
sist of “interesed public societies, of
parents, economists and others”. The
person who is most vitally interested and
affected, the child, is not even mentioned
and must, presumably, do as his “elders”
tell him and avail himself of the facilities
they so kindly provide. In fact, where
the individual comes into this plethora
of unions, syndicates, credit banks, high
councils, public services, this carefully
prepared menu of Proudhonian syndical
ism, is somewhat difficult to decide.
Even the Bolsheviks waited until after
they had got into power before they
produced their “five-year plans”, but
Comrade Maximoff apparently thinks
that the anarcho-syndicalists possess
some “divine” quality of omniscience
which allows them to forecast the future
with the assurance of a racing tipster.
Indeed, it is somewhat of an anti-climax
to find, after some fifty pages of blue
print, the statement that “However, the
Anarchists do not visualise future society
in such a simplified and schematic
form! ”

The book is divided into two sections.
The first is a short essay entitled “My
Social Credo,” first published in 1933,
and is merely a bald statement of what
is more elaborately proposed in the
second section. This second section com
prises the bulk of the book and is a
polemical reply to a “Platform” issued
by “A Group of Russian Anarchists
. Abroad" in 1927 and a “Reply” by
i “Several Russian Anarchists". The pub
lishers do not include either the “Plat
Let us take two particularly contro
form” or the “Reply”, so one cannot versial statements which the author
judge the validity of MaximofFs criti makes concerning his proposed pro
cisms of either. All one can do is to gramme for the “transitional stage”.
review the constructive proposals he puts They occur in the chapter entitled
forward with regard to the achievement “Organisation of Defence”.
of a free society.
On page 136 he writes: ‘Tartisan
Maximoffs main concern is with what detachments will not be a sufficiently
he considers the necessity for the anar reliable form for the full defence of the
chist movement (by which he means that Revolution. They will certainly appear
section known as anarcho-syndicalist, in the Revolution itself, and will play
regarding as he does the purely anarchist a useful part in the initial stages of the
communists as “impractical”, and the struggle, but they will be helpless once
anarchist-individualists
as
“typically it takes on the aspect of real warfare.
bourgeois11) to have a “practical pro Under such conditions hostilities can
gramme” in order that it can success only be conducted by properly organised
fully negotiate the transitional period of armed forces, capable of utilising mili
the social revolution; the “communalist- tary science and all methods of modern
syndicalist regime”, as he calls it. This war technique. But an army in the
regime will be one in which economy form which exists in bourgeois countries,
will be organised by “High Councils” or on the lines of the Red Army in
(higher than what?) in which leadership Soviet Russia, would not conform to the
will still remain (though it is called fundamental principles on which the new
“natural”), and in which the “masses” society is to be built. Therefore neither
will be led by “one or other” political the army nor partisan detachments can
ideological group (“this being inevitable be considered the desirable form of
even in an anarchist society", though he organising the military forces in the
grudgingly admits that the masses can Revolution. The first would be a threat
sometimes “act freely and creatively to freedom, the second an insufficient
under favourable conditions”). Maxi- means of defence.
off even knows the number of hours per
day it will be necessary to work (6) in the
“Instead, the anarchists propose the
“first stages” of the new society, as well general arming of the working people on
as knowing the age at which children the basis of a militia.”
can be considered fully “educated"
Maximoff then goes on to detail 11
(“Society will have an obligation to pro principles on which he thinks the militia

The Measure of Man
to no small extent synonymous with the
state of mental health, whether of the
person, the household, or the com
munity.”
Such views, whether Prof. Demerath
will admit it or not, are an invitation
to the architect to become a practical
revolutionary—for how is he to affect or
change the psychological attitudes of
suburbia? More than likely, he enjoys
the country-club life himself, if he hap
pens to be one of the few architects who
are “prosperous”, and will be disinclined
to add psychiatry to his already over
burdened eclecticism.
There have been, however, a few
architects who have thought in these
terms. Louis Sullivan found time from
his professional duties to develop a
genuine philosophy of architecture.
Speaking of a typically Chicago office
building of the early years of this
century, he wrote: “It is all the the**,
ands, ifs, huts; it is all connectives that
connect nothing; qualificatives that
qualify nothing; propositions that pro
pose nothing; conjunctions that conjoin
nothing; exclamations that exclaim
nothing.” And Frank Lloyd Wright, who
acknowledged Sullivan as his teacher,
spoke of the aimless forms with which
we have surrounded ourselves:
“Here in this great melting pot of all
the breaking-down or cast-off cultures of
this world, we have allowed the arro
gance of science to deprive us of genuine
culture. We inherit and preserve the
cultural lag.
“The aesthetic sense, unhealthy, ne
glected. or betrayed, has come down to a
raising of the cup with the little finger
delicately lifted or of, say, the easel
picture or some poetic pose or eclecticism
in manners or architecture.”
Houses are built, tracts are developed,
without the slightest feeling fo i^ th e
natural environment. Nature is some
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thing we do away with, or ignore. As
Wright has said of building in Cali
fornia : ‘T he people get busy with
steam shovels, tearing down the hills to
get to the top in order to blot out the
top with a house.”- The rolling country
of Southern California is cut and gashed
to make highways and building sites,
with little or no regard for the natural
contours of the landscape. This neglect,
indeed, contempt, for nature is not
unique to the bourgeois hordes. As
Joseph Wood Krutch noted recently, a
feeling for nature is almost entirely lack
ing from modern literature.- He asks:
“Is there any ‘Love of Nature’—as
distinguished from intellectual approval
of the processes of biology—in Shaw?
Does T. S. Eliot find much gladness in
contemplating Her? Does James Joyce’s
apostrophe to a river count; and is
Hemingway's enthusiasm for the slaughter
of animals really a modern expression of
that devotion to blood sports which, un
doubtedly, is a rather incongruous aspect
of the English race’s ‘Love of Nature*?
In America, Robert Frost is almost the
only poet universally recognised as of
major importance in whom the loving
contemplation of the natural world
seems the central activity from which
the poetry springs.”
Our great public buildings, despite
their massive grandeur, are too remote
from the feelings of the people. One
can easily understand the critical jargon
of some of the modern architects, who
call these monstrous, monolithic struc
tures “fascist” in mood and implication.
They suggest, not service of the people,
but impenetrable barriers and vast, im
personal authority.
What is to be done about all this?
What cap
don#? What might be
proposed for the city of Los Angeles,
for example, "where, in rented apart
ments, the average term of tenant occu
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should be organised. Among them is
arming of all workers betwen the ages
of 18 and 45; the “recruitment” of all
women between 18 and 35 for the
militia medical corps; and an annual
thirty-day muster for manoeuvres, for
which mobilisation, like that for war,
will be conducted according to age
groups” (those comrades who are happy
because of the recent abolition of the
“Z” call-up will be pleased at this, I am
quite sure!) The author states in tly
^rs? section of his book that he is an
anti-militarist. How he reconciles this
statement with these proposals and his
insistence that the revolution must or
ganise “armed forces according to all
the rules of military science”, is a little
difficult to understand.
It is obvious that no social revolution
can be successful unless it receives sup
port and extension in countries outside
the one it originates in. Even if the
rest of the world does not immediately
follow suit, then the revolutionary move
ments in the most powerful nations must
be strong enough to effectively neutralise
any attempted intervention on the part
of their respective rulers. The type of

revolution which Maximoff envisages
taking place—a revolution in a country
or area completely surrounded by hostile
regimes—is doomed to failure from the
start, no matter how well organised its
military defence is. The strength of a
revolution lies in its successful applica
tion of its principles and their appeal
to the oppressed peoples of the world.
The erection of a military system such
as that proposed by Maximoff would
completely negate the libertarian and
humanist ideas of anarchism and would
in all probability result in the reinstitu
tion of authority and its corollary of
privilege.
On page 140 Maximoff states: “As to
crimes of social import like, for instance,
various kinds of violations of liberty and
equality, murder, etc., such cases will be
dealt with by public communal courts
composed of representatives of pro
ducers’ and consumers’ communes, co
operatives and house committees in the
commune in question, and will include
appropriate scientific experts and physi
cians. The composition of these courts,
organised wherever required, will be
flexible, since judges will be elected for

Letter

THE OPEN SOCIETY
'"pHE article “Anarchism and the Open
Society” over the initials C.W. is a
stimulating contribution to libertarian
thought for which I am sure many of
your readers who are interested in, but
do not share, the Anarchist philisophy
have been waiting. The views expressed
may possibly be a direct consequence
of Herbert Read’s plea for a restatement
in a technological environment of the
Anarchist solution, and may well prove
to be a turning-point in the 'history of
the Anarchist movement. However, that
may be, it is interesting to note so
thoughtful a response to the need for
such a restatement, and it may be an
index to your contributor’s fundamental

4The business of a statesm an is
to balance the greed and fears
of
the
proprietary
classes
the necessities and demands of
the working-class• This is a
sorry business, and leads to all
kinds o f trickery and evasion;
so that it is m ore than doubtful
w hether a stateman can be a
m oderately honest man
— W IL L IA M M O R R IS

pancy is about six weeks? With a
population as rootless as this, can any
thing be said about home-building?
A beginning may be made by indi
viduals, who can insist upon designing
as much of their own homes as they
can, and building as much of them as
they can. It is possible to lake greater
pride in a compost heap than in a
garbage disposal unit—that supreme sym
bol of our victory against nature, which
denies the soil the mere refuse that is
all it asks for replenishment of its
fertility.
People can change even their archi
tectural environment, by discovering its
importance and its implications. Part of
the change, of course, will have to in
volve progressive independence of out
side services and authorities, for only by
doing things for themselves can people
reverse the broad, general tendency to an
impersonal, mass society in which simple
individuality is symptomatic of heresy
and deviation—in short, an unwilling
ness to “participate” in the tasteless
uniformities of the totalitarian age. Per
haps one step that could be taken by
architects themselves would be for more
of them to become builders—and impart
gome of their hopes and idealism to the
building trades. To put it very simply,
not enough dreaming and vision go into
the conventionally constructed home or
public structure. How can any com
munity have beauty and charm, how can
children love their homes and schools,
how can the town or city convey a
warm, friendly atmosphere, so long as
everything that is built has only a com
mercial motive behind it?
Arthur Morgan once defined democ
racy as a community in which every man
does his own “dirty work”. We should
like to add that, in a democracy, instead
of hiring it done, a man ought to do his
own creative work—or, as we said before,
as much of it as he can.
Las Angeles.
M anas .
jtii

specific sessions only. Since prisons
such will be abolished, the criminal will
be subject, depending on his psycho
logical condition, either to medical treat
ment or to temporary isolation from
society in special correctional productive...
communes within whose limits he will
be entirely free,”
On wonders why Maximoff diynisses
the individualist anarchists so sharply
as “bourgeois” when both Tucker and ¥
his school proposed a system of courts
similar to those he proposes. What is*
ff
more they did attempt to give some idea
of what would be considered an anti
social “offence”, something the author
does not endeavour to do. Both Kropot
kin in his essay Organised Vengeance
|
Called Justice and Clarence Darrow in
his book Resist Not Evil state the case
against proposals such as Maximoffs far , %
more lucidly than can the present writer.
Constructive Anarchism concludes with ,
some proposals entitled “The Everyday Struggle”. Among these are some which a j
would delight not a few “left” pom- >
, j
dans, particularly those of the Trotskyist
variety. What they have to do with the
achievement of anarchy, however, it is
difficult to see. It would have been far
better to have left them* jvith.the greater
portion of this w o r k , ( h e i r orginal
Russian, and to have<|OT!ul)?ted some
other Russian anarchist7.writer jphose
thoughts were more in keeping, v A thd
i non-compromising, anti-authoritarian to
I ditions of anarchism. This type
y syndicalist thinking is more dangeij
to the anarchist movement than
propounded by the non-working cl
idealists of the/-early days whj
Maximoff condemns as so impraclij
and theoretical.
S. E. Paeke
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outlook that he selects as his Anarchist
prophets Proudhon, Rdclus and Kropot
kin rather than, say, Stirner or Bakunin.
It is a pity that, whilst frankly recog
nising the “progressivist” assumptions
which determine the approach of many
Anarchists (a majority?) to the all- j
During the doming week we shall
important problem of freedom, he makes
sending out a new batch of
a somewhat ungracious reference to
SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL
those moderns (including some Anar
NOTICES.
chists apparently) who have accepted
If yon are one ol the readers I
“the idea of Original Sin”. Theirs is a
received a notice some weeks ago
decision, seemingly, not born of a
bare not yet renewed your subscript
positive, intellectual assent to a doctrine
you will be saving us time and exm
remarkable for its vitality, in spite of
in sending out a further reminder
repeated and determined attacks upon its
forwarding your remittance NOW. I
validity as an explanation of our un
happy condition, but merely the result
of accidie consequent upon a prolonged
and imprisoning frustration. May I sug
M E E T I N f iS A M D
gest that disillusionment of the kind I
referred to by C.W. may be a necessary
I ANNOUNCEMENTS
discipline of the spirit, and is often the
prelude to a confident step forward in
LONDON ANARCHIST v
the right direction. It need not inevit
GROUP
ably lead to a st4|^ication of the
OPEN AIR MEETINGS
spiritual faculties.
Weather Permitting
HYDE PARK
The postulate “Human nature is
Every Sunday at 4.30 p.m.
neither good nor bad, it is capable of i
INDOOR MEETINGS
anything" is hardly reminiscent of the
moral grandeur of a Kropotkin or a ! The present series of indoor discussion* I
lectures will .continue at the premises of the*
Tolstoy, though it may, for all I know,
Drama League, 9 Fitzroy Square, j
be acceptable to the present generation i British
London, W.l (off Warren Street, Tottenham
of Anarchists. Perhaps C.W.’s socio- ! Court Road).
logical man is but a variant of the more '
The meetings will be held on TUESDAYS}
familiar “economic man” after all, in
at 7.30 p.m.
spite of his rejection of the Marxian
DEC. 30—Colin Wilson on
dialectic. Accordingly, to be a socio
CRIME & SOCIETY
logical anarchist is to declare for a new
The meetings will continue in January,
version of the chiiiastic dream, it being
Please watch this column for an*
unlikely that the exaltation of scientism
nouncement.
prevalent in Anarchist circles will prevail

URGENT!

against this familiar secularist inversion
NORTH-EAST LONDON
of religious truth. And what are we to
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
say of “the doctrine of natural goodness”
IN EAST HAM
which Prof. Talmon, Dr. Popper and Mr.
Alternate Wednesdays
Berlin “justifiably attack”? It must be
at 7.30 p.m.
disposed of, presumably, if Anarchists
DEC. 31—Round Table
are to maintain their essentially humanist
“IN MY OPINION”
analysis of the modern dilemma, by an
appeal to the conception of the “socio
i LIVERPOOL
logical man” based upon a refusal to j
DISCUSSION MEETINGS at
recognise that the problem of evil can
101 Upper Parliament Street,.
not be ignored if a sound judgment about
Liverpool, 8.
Every Sunday at 8 p.m.
Man’s true nature is to be attained.
Your contributor is, however, on
safer ground when discussing Martin
Buber and the confusion between Society
and the State though, unlike Buber, he I
declares for the Anarehist solution. In
my own view, Martin Buber shows a
deeper realisation of the extreme com
plexity of the problem of the relation
between man’s social and personal life,
witness his appeal for a renewal of
efforts to bring about “an alteration in
the ratio between governmental control
and administrative control in favour of
the latter*' to use his own words,
relying upon what he calls “social edu
cation” to achieve the kind of personalist
society which he advocates. Were C.W.
a Christian he might perceive that
Society as understod by Anarchists could
easily lead to the “hidden authoritarian
ism” which he says upholders of the
point of view of the “open society”
charge Anarchists with unconsciously
desiring.
r
L e e d s.
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